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About This Content

The Depths of Hell

The Arch Devil Satan him self has come down on earth to enslave humanity. Fight your way through the graveyards, cathedral,
siege train and prison all the way to the Seventh Layer of Hell to fight him.

Features

- Fallen Paladin Class
- New bosses
- New relics

- New enemies
- 5 New Zones

- New Act End Boss
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hero siege - the depths of hell. hero siege - the depths of hell

just dont, this dlc is not worth the money so pls just dont buy it
. Not quite as good as the Samurai in my opinion, but then again I haven't really played through the Fallen Palladin as much.
Very cool expansion.. 10\/10 lol can't wait for the next DLC or the Demon Hunter\/Demonspawn (new classes coming)!!!!.
Paladin Balanced 10\/10 <3. Yes indeed, a great expansion pack.. Overall - good DLC, but false advertising - SIEGE MODE is
removed, devs, please change screen with features.
. veary great DLC the best you need but plz make the paladin class OP again we deserve it for paying 3 dollers!!!!!!!!!! :P. Not
quite as good as the Samurai in my opinion, but then again I haven't really played through the Fallen Palladin as much. Very
cool expansion.
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Amazing DLC for HS. Fallen Paladin is super OP. Also devs, it's really annoying when you either pick up a quest or item with
X on gamepad, and by default the game opens your skills menu on top of everything. Please make a different button for
interacting with quest-givers\/items so that when I try to pick up an amazing sword I dont get my skills menu thrown in my face.

11\/10 Would one shot anything from any distance whilst also healing myself again.. The game is great, and the DLC just adds
to it. Adding a new class is nice, but it's other touches that really work - the way quests work now and equipment just makes the
game better.

This is one of those games that reminds me of Gauntlet (without the chewing of all my money back in the day... WARRIOR IS
ABOUT TO DIE...) Anyway, I digress... You run around in a reasonably manic fashion. You kill stuff. You die. But in a good
way. All the heroes are quite different in play, they've had actual thought put into creation and there is still {some} balance
between them. (Still, who said all characters should be balanced? It's not a PvP game).

The nice touch is your character progression isn't lost when you die. This is kinda good seeing as if you did have to start over,
like some other quick-fire games out at the moment, you'd want to poke out your eyeballs...

If you like an easy to access, play through quickly, but hard to master game, you could do a lot worse than this game. Now with
added thingies in it for the price of a coffee! Huzzah!. wanna 1hit everything? heal every second a huge amount of health?
wanna beat the game?
then buy this DLC. The game is currently filled with tons BUGs

Devs prefer more DLCs rather than fixing BUGs

Do not buy till the game gets stable. Paladin Balanced 10\/10 <3. Yes indeed, a great expansion pack.. Hero Siege - Early
Access Forever. The game is great, and the DLC just adds to it. Adding a new class is nice, but it's other touches that really
work - the way quests work now and equipment just makes the game better.

This is one of those games that reminds me of Gauntlet (without the chewing of all my money back in the day... WARRIOR IS
ABOUT TO DIE...) Anyway, I digress... You run around in a reasonably manic fashion. You kill stuff. You die. But in a good
way. All the heroes are quite different in play, they've had actual thought put into creation and there is still {some} balance
between them. (Still, who said all characters should be balanced? It's not a PvP game).

The nice touch is your character progression isn't lost when you die. This is kinda good seeing as if you did have to start over,
like some other quick-fire games out at the moment, you'd want to poke out your eyeballs...

If you like an easy to access, play through quickly, but hard to master game, you could do a lot worse than this game. Now with
added thingies in it for the price of a coffee! Huzzah!. This character is pretty bad when it comes to attack ;-;
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